Relationship between haplotypes of KCNN4 gene and susceptibility to human vascular diseases in Japanese.
Human vascular diseases such as myocardial infarction (MI) and cerebral infarction (CI) are thought to be affected by several environmental factors and genetic variants. It has been suggested that the expression of the KCNN4 calcium-activated potassium channel is associated with the developing vascular smooth-muscle cells of human neointimal hyperplasia. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human KCNN4 gene or haplotypes and the incidence of MI or CI in Japanese. Three hundred thirteen MI and 176 CI patients with 290 controls were enrolled in two independent case-control studies that examined the use of a haplotype-based case-control study involving five SNPs of the human KCNN4 gene (rs670950, rs2306801, rs2306799, rs347519, and rs3786954). There were significant differences between the MI and control groups in the overall distribution of genotypes and dominant or recessive models of rs670950, rs2306799, and rs3786954. Multiple logistic regression analyses revealed that even after adjusting for confounding factors (odds ratio: 1.96), the frequency of the G/G genotype of rs2306799 in the MI group was significantly higher than in the control group (p=0.005). Furthermore, the G-T-A haplotype of rs2306799-rs347519-rs3786954 was significantly more frequent in the MI (88.8%) than in the control group (83.6%). The specific SNPs and haplotypes in the KCNN4 gene showed significant differences between MI and control patients. These results indicate that these polymorphisms and haplotypes could be genetic markers for MI.